State Control Of CUNY Would End Free Tuition
The policy of free tuition at City University
colleges suffered a crippling blow last week
when when the CUNY Faculty Senate and the
Council of Presidents called for the state to take
over the university's financing and management.
A takeover by the state of City University
financing would almost certainly involve the
imposition of tuition charges comparable to
those at the State University (SUNY) system.
First and second year SUNY students pay $650
annually; third and fourth year undergraduates
are charged $800 per year.
Governor Hugh Carey has confirmed that his
office is working on a plan t<> merge the* state
and City University systems. The Governor said
such a merger "would obviously mean the end
of free tuition" in the city system since "as one
state, we have to have one standard of quality
education."
The proposal, announced a,t a tense public
meeting of the Board of Higher Education on
November 24, was made "in order to preserve
the academic integrity of the University," according to a statement released by the Council
of Presidents. The meeting had been called to
consider the city's demand for $55 million in
additional cuts from CUNY's budget for the
current academic year.
While angry students filled the meeting room
and hundreds more picketed outside the Board's
headquarters at 80 Street and East End Avenue,
the Council of Presidents, which in addition to
all CUNY college heads includes the Chancellor
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and his deputy, argued that since the city ''will
no longer fund City University as it presently
functions," the Board should begin talks with
"appropriate state officials for complete state
participation in the funding and operation of
the City University."
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Editorial
All the different plans for CUNY proposed by the
BHE and the politicians and college administrators, spell
the end of Open Admissions and Free Tuition.
They want CUNY to continue, but without thousands
of the poor and working people, mostly black and latin,
who are 'here now. It is obvious that we can't depend on
the big wigs to help us out. They are the very ones who
are setting up the "kill."
But what of our own student "leaders." Are they going to turn this attack around? Have they shown that
they are "down" to seriously fight these cuts?
We think that the string of "massive" legal, peaceful
demonstrations (of which the biggest involved 7,000 people) isn't about to force the bosses of this city to stop.
People Involved in the movement can also easily see the
disunity and almost total lack of city-wide coordination.
This is clearly not the way to mobilize the 270,000 students of CUNY to win anything significant.
We need a series of actions, both on campus and off,
based on the recognition that the slogan of "They say cut
back, we say fight back" is more than a good chant. Being nice boys and girls, stopping for the traffic lights, is
not the way to keep Open Admissions or Free Tuition. At
this point, we have to fight just to maintain what was
already won in the past We can't delay in taking militant
actions that should build toward a CUNY-wide strike.
Yet we should also consider, in the course of this
struggle, what we want the university to be — particularly in its educational content. We didn't fight for admission to a baby-sitting university, long on limited vocational training and short on access to the many detailed
areas of human knowledge.
Most of us are from, the working class and too often
we are here in this university because we were told there
will be a "'better" job at the end of the line. There can
be more to an education than that, and we should examine
who put this limited idea into our heads.
The politicians, banks, corporations and professional
educators who oversee the university have their plans for
restructuring based on their view of what kind of an education we should receive. It's time we put our own ideas
on the matter forward.
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Board Defers Action On Budget Cuts:
City Dissatisfied With Economy Moves

Time To Act h Now
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The Faculty Senate, composed of educators
from all CUNY campuses, called for the Board
to dissolve itself and asked the state "to meet
its obligations and to assume full responsibility
for this university in order to preserve and to
maintain its academic integrity as an independent institution of higher education."
A statement released by the Council of
Presidents, explained "It is manifestly clear
that the city of New York will no longer fund
the City University as it presently functions.
Although the Council of Presidents fully supports two principles of the Board of Higher Education — those of free tuition and open admissions — it no longer believes that both of
these principles can be maintained along with
the fundamental principle of academic excellence in the light of current and future budget
reductions."
The Communicator has learned from a BCC
representative to the Faculty Senate that the
call for a state takeover was overwhelmingly
accepted by the CUNY Faculty Senate at an
emergency meeting at the Graduate Center on.
Sunday, November 23 — one day before the
Board meeting. According to the spokesman,
the faculty's vote was not necessarily a call foe
an end to free tuition at the university. It was,
instead, meant to be a technical maneuver to
pressure political decision makers and the Board
into allowing the University to make long range
changes in its structure without the pressures
that immediate cuts in finances would bring.
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At the request of the Mayor's office, the Board of Higher Education cancelled it3
scheduled vote Monday night on an additional $55 million in cuts for the current academic year.
The Mayor's move aroused immediate speculation. Was City Hall softening its stand
on City University budget cuts? Was the Mayor going to pull the purse strings even
tighter? Was the City in effect,
endorsing a state takeover of
CUNY?
A spokesman for the Mayor
soon put an end to the guessing. "The City felt that the plan
submitted by the Board was not
going in the right direction," he
said. Thus, the request to postpone the vote.
The plan in question contains
a variety of controversial proposals aimed at meeting the mandated cuts for the current academic year. As Board Chairman
Alfred A Giardino stated at the
brief Monday meeting, BHE
members were "fully prepared
to vote on this resolution on
budget retrenchment."
Perhaps the most controversial
element of the economy plan is
the call for a four week payless
furlough for staff and faculty
which would apparently mean a
suspension of all CUNY operations for a month and save $32
million. The Professional Staff
Congress, the faculty union, has
declared the furlough illegal and
has threatened to prove it in
court. In addition, the union has
charged that s u s p e n s i o n of
classes would make a mockery
of higher education.
The plan also calls for a lockout of the 20,000 men and women who have applied for February admission to CUNY colleges. This would save $4 million. Only 2,000 v e t e r a n s

would be admitted because they
could lose their G.I. Bill benefits
by next year if they are not enrolled in school in the coming
semester.
Other economy moves included in the plan are:
• Shutting down all buildings during the Christmas and
spring recesses (to save $1 million).
• Consolidating programs and
firing administrative, support
and instructional staff ($9 million ).
• Collecting summer-session
fees in June, before the current fiscal year ends ($8 mWlion).
In still another effort to save
funds, Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee has called for a redefinition
of CUNY's open admissions
p o l i c y , imposing m i n i m u m
academic standards for freshmen,
starting next fall. The effect of
this proposal, which is apparently supported by most Board
members, would be to decrease
the size of the incoming class.
Students with a high school
average of at least 75 per cent
or who are in the top two-thirds
of their high school class would
be admitted automatically under
the proposal. But those falling
below this level-even if they hold
a high school diploma or equivalent would have to take a
special test to prove that they

had an eighth grade reading
ability and a "comparable" ability in mathematics.
Thus, students who did not
meet the standards of the
Board of Education for earning
a. high school diploma would not
be admitted to the University,
where they require expensive anci
not always successful remediation programs.
The "minimum standards" proposal was endorsed on Monday
by CUNY's college presidents, 13
to 5:

Advisement
Before you can register fof
next semester you must obtain
an advisement sheet. Now is
the time. First semester freshmen will receive their sheets in
their SPD class. All other students can obtain one at an
Advisement Workshop.
To sign up for a workshop
that is convenient for you, report to the following locations:
Room 406, Loew, for students in
Liberal Arts and Sciences arid
Music and Performing Arts.
Room 320, Loew for all Business curricula, Secretarial Studies, Technologies, Pre-Pharmacy,
and Medical Laboratory. Room
213, Loew for all Education Associates and Child Care majors.
Room 208, Loew, for all evening
students in the above curricula.
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Committee On Instruction Survey
Finds Budget Cuts Hurt Education

Classes Will Be Cooler
In Effort To Save Oil

A survey of faculty members conducted by the Committee on Instruction has found
that there has been an erosion of the, classroom learning environment since budget cut
changes were implemented.
The Committee asked members of the faculty to comment on the effect of the budget cuts on teaching effectiveness. According to Chairman Irwin Berger, most of the

Classrooms will be much colder soon, thanks not only;
to the winter frost but also to the budget freeze. In fact,
Dean of Administration Paul Rosenfeld warns, room temperatures are to be lowered and maintained at levels
which most people on campus will consider "uncomfort-*
able."

responses received showed concern over the effects of larger
class sizes and the curtailment of
such services as xeroxing and
secretarial.
"The consensus is that learning
used to go on more pleasantly,
if not more efficiently," Dr. Berger said. "Teachers felt they had
more contact with their students
when classes were smaller, This
is particularly true in remedial
classes where teachers could
reach each student personally in
every class session.
"The atmosphere used to be
more pleasant. Classes are more
crowded and teachers have to
wony about finding chairs. They
have more names to read off the
roll, more papers to grade. This
sort of thing intrudes on the creative activity of teaching as well
as on the opportunity for exchanging ideas," Dr. Berger believes.
How significant is the change
in atmosphere? Dr. Berger feels
teachers are working harder trying to make up the gap between
the way things used to be and the
way they are now. "Teachers find
themselves distressed by the incursions. But their response has
been genuinely professional. This
doesn't mean they don't complain. What it does mean is that
no one, not even the most vulnerable, is letting increased work
loads serve as a rationale for
less effort," Dr. Berger stated.
"No one appears to have said,
*I havs 20 per cent more students. I'm going to do 20 per
cent less work."
Can. teachers keep up the effort? "No," says Dr. Berger.
"This is an initial burst of energy motivated by a kind of crisis situation. It will simply not
hold up. We've seen professional
shouldering, but it can't be sustained for long. It's exhausting.
Dr. Berger feels a morale problem is only beginning to set in.
"I don't think the teachers are

MacDonald's
Has Discounts
The MacDonald's restaurant,
near the- corner of Burnside
Avenue and Jerome, is offering
a ton per cent discount to members of the ECC campus on purchases of $2.50 or over.
Members of the Black Student
Union contacted MacDonald officials in October to discuss the
need for a discount in light of
the financial problems many students face. Unit manager Ronald
A 11 i e r y and store operator
Samuel Monroe liked the idea.
"We at MacDonald's feel that
Students, staff and faculty could
use a little help. Of course, we
also want more people from the
campus to come to our store at
2065 Jerome Avenue," said Mr.
Altiery.
BSU member Howard Adams
pointed out that "the discount is
geared more toward group purchases—one person buying for a
bunch of people."
A BCC I.D. is required for the
discount which is available Mon,day through Friday, 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. The offer can be revoked on a 30-day notice.

demoralized, but they will be
once they realize there will be
draconian cuts — that is if all
projected cuts actually come to
pass. Everybody is hoping the crisis will ba temporary and that
the extra effort will be needed
only for a short time. Apparently,

this is not realistic."
-Many faculty members have
expressed strong objections and
predict dire results, Dr. Berger
noted, adding there is "much
distress" in abeyance. Can we
live with this situation? "We're
trying to," Dr. Berger said.

Students Go To Washington
To Protest Ford's Policies
An estimated crowd of 7,000 friends of the City University demonstrated in front of the Capitol in Washington
on November
19. The group protested President Ford's
handling1 of the money problems in New York City and
at CUNY.
The rally was addressed by
various politicians, as well as
by student and faculty leaders.
Day Student President Harry
Tracey spoke on behalf of the
BCC delegation.
Noting President Ford's indifference, Tracey said, "May
the President live long, for I
want him to see the seeds of
his wrong doings. How ugly

Thomas Blasts
Budget Cuts
"There is nothing new about
the budget cutbacks," author
Piri Thomas told a Schwendler
Auditorium audience. "Th? system recognizes that knowledge
is power and now it's getting
uptight. They want us to learn
to count only up to one hundred, so we can deal.
"We need a sonse of unity
with all the cuts going on in
the city and the country. They
want to get our minis. We are
not going to allow them to deprive us of that," he declared.
Best known as the author of
Down These Mean Streets, an
auto-biographical tour of Spanish Halrem where he was born,
Mr. Thomas was on campus on
November 18 to read from bis
works and talk about the Puerto Rican experience.
"I learned a long time ago,
when doing time in Sing Sing,
that my enemy wasn't a color
but a breed called greed," he
said. "Strip away the skin and
you've got beauty, humanity and
a boating heart. Racism is based
on misunderstanding and hate
and I attack it no matter what
side it's coming from. We are
not only mind and bony. We are
also spirit. And the system
cannot kill that. We are based
on truth—truth based on love.
The system is based on the lie
of hypocrisy and greed."

One-Acters
Theatre Workshop will present
two student-directed one-act
plays on December 11, 12 and 13,
at 8 p.m., in the Student Center Theatre.
Featured in Brotherhood are
Jban Schulman, David Geffner,
Joan Wilson, and A. Kevin Jenkins. The cast of Next Door includes Joel Weiss, Anna Velasquez, Sandy Morales, George
•Gooden, Jackie Robinson and
Vonnie Reid.
A. Kevin Jenkins is the director.

they grow."
Reviewing what he feels is
wrong with the system, Tracey
declared, "We live in a country
that is very stubborn. The people cry out, 'help us.' But instead of help we are labeled and
categorized, incarcerated by
bonds of injustice."
* * #
In a mood of frustration and
anger, a hoarse throated Harry
Tracey announced that "I'm not
going to do anymore for you
people" while riding the chartered bus headed for the November 24 demonstration in
front of the Board of Higher
Education offices.
Tracey's outburst was occasioned by what he felt was a
small BCC turnout for the demonstration. "After this term,
I'm going back to studying,"
Tracey proclaimed after describing the stress which is part of
elective office.
Citing what appeared to be
single-handed accomplishments,
Tracey stated that "Going to
Washington was my proposal;
Wall Street was my proposal;
this demonstration was my proposal."

The Dean reports that more
than the usual heating problems
are materializing this season.
"Fuel oil is in short supply, and
our budgetary ability has decreased considerably. We are
forced to make savings wherever and whenever possible,"
he said.
The Office of the Mayor and
the Central Offices of the
Board of Higher Education have
issued directives which indicate
that room temperatures are to
be lowered, but complying to
these directives is difficult because the campus heating system is antiquated and in poor
condition. "The majority of our
buildings do not have heating
controls which would permit adjustment of temperatures or
reasonably rapid response to
sharp changes in environmental
conditions," Dean Roseinfeld explained
But tne reed to conserve both
fuel oil and funds remains. And
so, when outside temperatures
or building controls permit,
building temperatures will bo
reduced to comply to the level
required in the directives. "During the winter months this" will
probably result in uncomfortable
conditicns, particularly during
the morning hours," the Dean
said. "It is earnestly suggested
that wherever possible, those
with early morning office or

class assignments come prepared
with an extra article of clothing,
such as a sweater, just in case
temperatures inside the buildings have not yet recovered
from the night chill."
i
In cases where control possibilities do not exist and heat
must be maintained even on
weekends and/or holidays, people should expect some mornings when building temperatures
seem intolerable and wasteful.
"This will be due to the fact
that the secured building, for
lack of adequate controls, has
been heated for a prolonged period of time without the usual
exchange of hot and cold air
caused by heavy traffic through
the exterior doors and corridors," Dean Rosenfeld explained.
"We hope that we will be
able to bear with these conditions this winter and learn not
to expect those usual comfort
conditions to which we had
grown accustomed in past
years," the Dean said.

Irish Talks
The BOO Irish-American Faculty Committee is sponsoring a
series of round tabie discussions.
The topic on Thursday, December 4 will, be Highlights of Irish
History. Irish music will be covered December 18. All talks are
in G-17, Tech Two, at 32:30 p.m.

Baldwin to Speak
. Author James Baldwin will
speak at BCC on Tuesday, December 16, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium. Admission is free and
the public is welcome. His topic
will be "Black Writers in
America Today."
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News Analysis

Movement - Growing But Split
While thousands of students
and staff members have thrown
themselves into action during the
last 2 weeks, the CUNY-wide resistance movement has gotten off
to a rocky start.
Disunity, lack of communications and deep ideological differences have surfaced vyithin the
movement.
These differences led to the
calling of 2 separate demonstrations around Wall St. within the
sama week—one culminating in
a rally on a side street in front
of a Deli City while the other
had several thousand students
swarming over the steps of the
stock exchange. One week later,
students were physically fighting
each other outside of an important Board of Higher Education
meeting.
Such established opposition
spokesmen as the University
Student Senate (USS) and the
Professional
Staff
Congress
(PSC) have come under increasing criticism.
As a result, according to Sum
Manuel, chairperson of the National Student C o m ID i t t e e
Against Racism (NSCAR) and a
keynote speaker at several I'SS
rallies, "You have to use tinword 'unity' with a ^rain of salt
in the student movement."
"The low level of militancy exhibited by the movement has led
decision-makers to feel that any
program of cuts will be absorbed
by students and staff after, perhaps, some token protestation,"
comments Prof. Norm Eagle,
chafrmaii of the new BCC Campus Coalition.
"The movement suffers from
pacifism and its inability to address the problem of racism" according to Luis Perallon, a
spokesperson for the Progressive
Labor Party (PL) at BCC.
The story of the two Wall
Street demonstrations and a
Nov. 24th action in front of the
Board of Higher Education
brings all these views into sharp
relief.
2 WALL STRBETS
On Nov. 20, 2,000 people milled
in around the stock exchange
for several hours. This march
was sponsored by a recently
(formed group called CUNY
United for Action (CUFA).
CUFA spokesperson, City College Prof. Saul Minkoff told the
Communicator that "It was very
important to demonstrate on Wall
St. since that is where the power
in this city and this country is."
The Nov. 17th march around
Wall St. was sponsored by the
USS with heavy support from
NSCAR.
The 300 plus BCC contingent
found themselves in a crowd of
1500 walking within police barricades through cordoned off
Streets, stopping for red lights,
and swiftly herded through the
financial district where student
demonstration marshalls, locked
arm in arm in front of the giant
banks shouted to the demonstrators "don't trespass."
After a brisk walk around City
Hall, protestors were led into a
side street where, under the neon
glare of "Dell City" and "Luigi's
Cafe," they heard "fight back"
speeches by the march's sponsors.
One of the speakers, NSCAR'S
Sam Manuel, maintains that the
rally was held "near a First National City Bank" and that "most
of our speakers focused on the
role of the banks."
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Calling this rally climax "a in the Communicator."
Yet, knowledge about meettravesty," Prof. Eagle recalls
that "it was supremely ironic ings with the police remained
that at the moment we were unknown to people at BCC. A
stuck listening to these speeches, meeting of the BCC Campus
the new Deputy Mayor was on Coalition, held in the same pertelevision announcing that the iod, dealt with a "rumored re"scope" of the university would versal of the original Wall St.
have to be trimmed." "That," he plans by USS and NSCAR leadconcludes, "symbolizes what the ers." The Coalition decided to
other side thinks of the 'sting' attend the Senate Sub-Committee meeting and argue that the
of such demonstrations."
Critics and supporters of the concept of a "peaceful, legal
march within the. BCC contin- demonstration" was a bad idea
gent argued furiously all the way because, as one member put it,
back on the bus. At that time, "The whole history of demonfew people at BCC knew about strations shows that the people
demonstrating do not decide such
Thursday.
Many BCC people came to the things. That's up to how the
Monday, Wall Street action bas- police act."
As it turned out, the BCC
ed on a story in the November
12 Communicator stating that people, attending the final planthe USS was sponsoring a pro- ning meeting were hardly altest to disrupt business as usual. lowed to speak, as the question
John Tiffany, the reporter who of what kind of demonstration
covered the Senate Steering . to have was "no longer open."
It was then too late to do
Committee meeting, explains:
"We took to the Senate meeting anything, but go along on ,tho
the proposal thai the mass meet- march which the campus had
ing at BCC on November 6 had already boon mobilized for.

to stop the troublemakers."
In a post demonstration interview with the Communicator,
Manuel claimed that the people
trying to go inside had "the intent to stage a building takeover." He added, "Ari Garcia
said this over the bullhorn."
Garcia, a former BCC Student
Body President, denies "that we
were there for that purpose.
We wanted to go inside and let
the BHE hear how rank and
file students felt. Otherwise,
they would only hear, as did
happen, a bunch of sell-out
spokesmen."
After a prolonged period of
shoving, the crowd trying to get
in thinned out and Manuel
called off the marshalls, saying
"Let them charge the cops."
Instead, the group demanded
an open mike to speak to the
crowd. As Bob Johnson, Treasurer of the BCC Day Student
Government begun to speak saying, "Wo didn't come here to
cause any trouble, but damn it,
these YSA anu USS people
haven't done anything too effectively . . ." the sound was cut
Oil'.

Some of the crowd began booing and demanded that Johnson
bo permitted to speak. In re-

of the meeting, the Professional
Staff
Congress, the College
Presidents and the Faculty Senate all called for some form of
State-takeover (see story, page
one), virtually insuring the end
of free tuition. Adjoining to
executive session, the Board
then developed plans to "curb"
Open Admissions.
According to some student
leaders, this also proved the
fault, not of the Board, but of
student protests. Some students
who did get inside, many from
City College, tried to get the
floor. According to BCC Day
Student President Harry Tracey,
"If there had not been so many
speakers and interruptions inside
the meeting, the meeting could
have continued without an executive session and we could
have had some say in the decisions."
"I think," a member of the
BCC chapter of the CETA Action Committee (which includes
college tutors) concluded, "we
weVe deliberately kept out so
that no one, including the students and staff inside, could
hear a full explanation of the
crisis and why we should not
tolerate any rollback on eifcher
open admission or tuition."
ROAD AHEAD

agreed on. Namely, to go to Wall
Street to disrupt business as usual. A number of speakers spoke
both for and against the motion.
When I left the meeting to write
the story (I was working against
a deadline), I received the mistaken impression that one, the
march was to Wall Street, and
two, it would by the very act of
marching on Wall Street, disrupt
it. I made several mistakes. I
should have double checked before going to press. Although we
were told at the steering committee meeting that final plans
would be' made on Friday, November 14 at another meeting,
the decision was obviously already made earlier in the week
when a leaflet was put out by
the USS saying we were going
to City Hall instead of Wall
Street."
During the week proceeding
the march, a delegation from the
USS grouping, headed by Sam
Manuel, met with the police. The
delegation proposed a march
route through the financial district, stopping for a rally at City
Hall. The permit was denied.
Manuel states that the police
called him hack after the actual
march and said the permit had
been denied because the Monday
march was going to contain a
group of "disrupters." According
to Manuel, this is a reference to
the people from BCC.
Asked how the police knew
about internal differences at the
planning meetings, he said the
source eould have been either
police informers or "the article

The Thursday march, as it
turned out, verified many of the
arguments put foward by people
from BCC. As Prof. Minkoff of
the CUFA Coalition points out,
"We did not get a legal permit
from the Police Department, but
our demonstration took place
without bloodshed or mass arrests. Even though we were not
advocating violence, we were determined to get our message
across to the banks."

sponse, the leaders attempted to
drive the sound truck away —
with Johnson on it.
Some ROC students jumped
in front of the truck and finally forced the "leaders" to let
Johnson finish speaking. Johnson was able to point out that
"fight back speeches are not
enough. We should show the
B.H.E. we are serious about
keeping our open admissions and
free tuition."

SPLIT GETS PHYSICAL

At another point, a staff
member of BCC was surrounded
by 5 marshalls and pushed
across the barricades toward
the police. "Arrest him," yelled
the marshalls, "he's an agent
provocateur."

The demonstration outside the
Board of Higher .Education on
Monday, Nov. 24th, sponsored
by the USS, clearly showed the
splits within the Cutback resistance movement in CUNY.
The organizers of the demonstration and their marshalls,
identified by eyewitnesses as
members of NSCAR and the
Young Socialist Alliance (YSA),
clashed repeatedJy with a group
of, at one point, nearly two
hundred students. The group,
led by a number of BCC students, including members of PL,
was trying to enter the open,
public meeting of the board.
The marshalls, in tactical squad
formation, stood arms locked
and five rows deep in front of
the building.
As
ione
speaker
shouted
through a bullhorn, "We will
not stand by and let the BHE
forget about us," the group
surged against the line. As .push
ing, shoving and some fist fighting broke out, Sam Manuel
spoke, from, a mike on, a truck
calling "for security up front

In an interview with the
Communicator, the staff member
called the affair "unbelievable
but typical of what has been
going on."
"I was merely standing in the
demonstration,"
he
narrates,
"when 5 guys told me to move
on down the street. I told them
they weren't cops, and, even if
they were, I wouldn't let them
interfere with my right to demonstrate. Fascism hasn't yet arrived. Suddenly they were pushing me toward toe police, saying
I was an agent. This was completely unbelievable, considering
that an agent, in my experience,
is a police agent and you would
hardly ask the police to arrest
one of their own. The YSA are
certainly not socialists."

While potentially militant
spokesmen were being kept out

The road to future unity is
itself paved with differing ideas.
The USS and most Student
Presidents place great emphasis
on lobbying. According to Harry
Tracey, "The USS will be making preparation for additional
proposals and demonstrations
to influence BHE members."
Tracey himself favors "revamping" the Board.
Others, including P*of. Eagle,
hold that numbers alone and
polite opposition won't work.
Eagle supports "meaningful
resistance" including a general
strike of all municipal em"
ployees. "Short of a general
strike," he concludes, "any action which denies to the commercial world its 'right' to profit
as usual while the city and its
people are denied the right to
live, would be helpful."
PL believes that the focus
for action must now return to
the individual campuses. "We
think that at this point, on campus action should take place to
spark a city wide movement."
But wherever actions take
place, a key argument remains.
What sort of analysis will a
revitalized movement put forward? Manuel and NSCAR believe that only a minimum unity, "general opposition to cuts,"
is necessary. "We don't think
people have to agree why the
cuts are taking place." He further stated that "NSCAR believes that groups should put
ideological differences aside. We
think that racism is the main
thing but we would not demand
that everyone share this view."
In response, spokesmen like;
BCC's Ari Garcia hold "that the
movement has to deal with racism." "The fact is," he points
out, "that there was a definite
attempt by the budget cutters
to implement the cuts in a racist and divisive way. The community colleges, with the highest
proportion of minority people,
have been hit first and the
hardest."
A deep analysis? A vague
analysis?
Peaceful, legal?
By any means necessary?
You decide. You're: the movement.
By the Collective Staff
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CAMPUS MAIL
Doc's Sexism
To the Editor:
Like most contemporary women, my sense of humor does not
tolerate the use of females as
sex objects.
The Dear Doc column in the
last issue of The Communicator
recommended that a beauty
contest winner get a crush on
Doc instead of the professor
who was ignoring her.
This is at the least inappropriate and reflects the classic
degrading implicit in all sexism.
How wonderful it would
have been if Doc had said
something to help direct this
misguided young woman. She
needs a sense of herself, and
What the college might contribute to her aspirations. If her
.question had ibeen taken seriously instead of used as another vehicle for male opportunism, our social system and this
woman would have benefitted.
The ombudsman is supposed
to represent all students including both sexes, equally. I am
wondering -if we need an ombudswoman.
"Doc" J. Juechter,
Department of Health and
Physical Education
Editor's Note: The column
(Dear Doc, by college ombudsman Dr. Allan Wolk dtoes not
appear in this issue, due to a
lack of space. It will return as
a regular feature starting with
our next issue.

Messy March
To the Editor:
The November 17 protest demonstration, sponsored by the
University Student Senate, was
the most unorganized mess that
I have ever 'been a part of.
I came to school that Monday
morning and noticed that there
were a lot of buses on the
campus. As I walked along, I
found people almost begging me
to get on; that's when I found
out there was a demonstration.
I did not 'know what to do.
After talking to a couple of my
friends, we decided to take part.
On the bus, there were people
arguing about where the demonstration was going to 'be.
They argued all the way downtown. When we arrived there,
We still did not know whether
we were going to some park
or up Broadway toward Wall
Street.
I have never seen so many
police as on the eventual march
route. And then there were the
junior police picked by the organizers of the march. I couldn't
believe that we walked past
Wall Street. Or that we walked
past City Hall. Stopping for a
red light, we wound up our
demonstration in front of a hamburger joint.
The next time we have a
• demonstration, I hope that the
students, professors and campus
workers get together and really
demonstrate. We have to get
' everyone on the buses. We have
1
to cut the music off in the
cafeteria and inform people
that this is happening. We have
to have people with mikes.
I am not one who wants to
.get violent, but when these
people, whoever they are, make
the kind of decisions that they
' make about our future and that
I of our kids, it may be time to
]: get violent.
[ I waited 20 years, after grad-

f

uating high school, to go to
college and now that I am
here, the power structure has
decided "Hey, we made a mistake; we can't have all these
educated people running around
loose." The people they are talking about are us. We 'better
open out eyes and dig what is
happening. And we can't wait
till they make the next cuts till
we do something.*
Harry Davis, Jr.

Victim?
To the Editor:
I have asked the Committee
on Academic Standing (CAS) to
reopen my appeal of a failing
grade of "D—66.84" for Nursing
14 on the grounds that it was
a political victimization. Since
the CAS had previously discouraged me by insisting that
my case could only be heard by
an appeals committee set up by
the Nursing Department, I am
now seeking public support for
my request that I be allowed to
appeal to an impartial committee not influenced by Nursing.
The Nursing Department is
hostile towards me because of
the political campaigns I waged
during the past year in which I
was very critical of its policies.
Since I was successful in mobilizing student sentiment and
votes, the Nursing Department is
anxious to make an example of
me in order to discourage further
nursing student protests.
Until last semester my academic record had been v^ry
good. My complaint centers on
Medical Surgical clinic where the
professor constantly harrassed
me while I gave patient care and,
then, gave me marks that were
much lower than what I had received in previous semesters for
similar work. Meanwhile, she
made the incredible claim that
she was totally unaware of my
political activity.
While1 attempting to repeat
Nursing 14 this semester, I decided to reopen my appeal on the
basis of reassurance from faculty
members that I could get an impartial hearing. When work on
my appeal began to interfere
with my clinic papers, I told my
instructor about it. Although my
instructor had told me that I was
doing well, now she told me I
was doing poorly and tried to
persuade me to drop my appeal
and anti-cutbacks organizing.
Although I had a 99 average on
the quizzes, I decided to withdraw as it was clear that Nursing was determined to put
me through hell if I tried to repeat and appeal at the same
time.
Nursing students are well
aware that my victimization is
far from being the exception.
The massive flunkings on the
midterms this semester and the
recent unsuccessful attempt to
bring charges against former
Nursing Student P r e s i d e n t
Robert Risho R.N., are further
examples of this. It's time that
we recommit ourselves to the
struggle against these injustices.
I urge everyone, regardless of
their political viewpoint, to sign
the petition that is being circulated on my behalf. I also urge
you to help in reaching beyond
BCC to let BCC graduate R.N's
and other health professionals
know about my case.
Brian Scanlon
,
Young Socialist
Alliance (YSA)
BCC Student Senator.
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BLACK GAL'

By RUTH E. DUNNE
Richard Wright was born
more than twenty years before
I was, and lived farther south
than I. Nonetheless, as a southern-born black, I shared many
of his experiences. Wright's library scenes and his introduction to toooks (see Wright's
"Words As Weapons," in Black
Boy) are a direct incision into
the southern core of me. My
childhood experiences in the library may be one of the key
factors why I, and so many
other blacks, are going to college so late in life.
Once, black children were not
permitted to take books from
the library. My town's library
had a small room for blacks, a
table and bench. Some of the
few 'books, on a single row of
shelves, were donated by one
of the town's wealthy spinsters.
She felt either guilty towards
the blacks or defiant towards
the town's whites. Whatever
her motive, I am eternally
grateful to her. She opened a
door.
Still, "Negroes were not allowed to patronize the shelves."
We were permitted to enter,
five at a time, without our
Negro teacher. If we were polite little "boys" and "gals,"
the nice white librarian would
get us the book we wanted, if

it was there. The book was
checked for pencil marks and
missing pages before it was
given. When our hour was up,
the book was checked again.
The
black
children
were
searched when leaving the library.
The older
black children
would not go to the library unless the teacher made them or
went with them. I went every
chance I got. I did not know
or care about the humiliations.
Getting my hands on a t>ook
was what was important. I had
read the books that were part
of my home—Farmer's Almanac,
Sears Roebuck catalogue, my
school books—and I was half
way through the family Bible.
A yomng white couple my
aunt worked for started me on
the road to reading. The man
was a salesman for Progressive
Farmer. He gave me a subscription to this magazine. His wife
read a lot of .books. I had
never seen so many books outside of the library. She gave
me the complete set of Nancy
Drew stories, Zane Gray, and a
book of poetry by Elizabeth
Browning.
My school and library days
ended 'because of World War
Two. Most of the black children went to work in defense
plants because they were old

enough or because they lied
about their ages. Whichever, no
one cared.
Unlike Richard Wright, I had
the war, which gave me money
and the great escape. I came
to New York. I discovered my
new world, a paradise, in the
Forty-second Street Library. I
marched up the reading ladder
—novels, poetry, fiction, philosophy, Hemingway, Twain, Lawrence, Orwell, Russell, and many
more. I wanted to read every
book there. I wanted to show
"Miz" Taylor, my hometown librarian.
After the war, my hometown
library was open to all. Anyone could walk up and down its
aisles and remove any book they
liked. I never went there after
the war, nor wanted to, but I
did want to go back to school
and I have.
However, I still get an impulse, when I pass the Fortysecond Street Library, to go in
and just browse through the
books, just because I can.
"Would I, filled with bookish
notions, act in a manner that
would make folks dislike me?"
Wright asks.
Yes.
* * *
This essay ^vas written as an
assignment in Dr. Irwin Berger's ENO 13 class.

CAMPUS SURVIVAL KIT
THURSDAY'S FLICK
Gene Hackman and Al Pacino
star in Scarecrow, the Feature
Film
Showcase
presentation
scheduled for Thursday at noon
and 7:30 p.m., in room 208,
Student Center. Admission is
50 cents with BCC ID, $1 without.
RECITAL,
Music major students will
give a concert on Thursday,
December 4, at 12:30 p.m., in
Schwendler Auditorium, Tech
Two. Admission is free. Music
tfor brass instruments, flute,
guitar, piano, voice and clarinet
will be featured.
CRAFTS FAIR
The Office of Student Activities is sponsoring an Arts and
Crafts Fair, on Thursday, December 4, in room 207, Student
Center, from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The fair will feature for sale
original work by members of
the academic community.
CX>AN DEADLINE
Since it takes eight weeks
to process an application for a
NYSHESC Bank Loan, it will
be impossible for the Financial
Aid office to accept loan applications 'beyond the December 4 NYSHESC Workshop. If
you wish to sign up for the
December 4 workshop, please
come in to make an appointment in Loew Hall, room 224.
There will be more loan workshops for the Spring 1976 semester once spring registration is
completed.

CHOIR CONCERT
The Bronx Community and
College Choir, under the direction of Prof. John C. Hamell,
will present a free concert on
Sunday, December 7, at 3 p.m.,
in the Gould Memorial Library
Auditorium. The 50-voice choir
will present Shubert's Music in
G. Major for solo soprano, tenor
and bass voices, choir and string
orchestra. Trumpet soloist Allan
Dean will perform works by
Handel and Torelli.
HOLIDAY PARTY
The English Department faculty and staff cordially invite
all students to attend a Holiday
Party on Thursday, December
11, noon to 2 p.m., in room 702,
Tech Two. Refreshments will be
served to help you get into the
proper holiday spirit.
THURSDAY SERIES
The Thursday Afternoon Concert Series will present the Recital Performance Class in a
concert on Thursday, December 11, at 12:30 p.m., in
Schwendler Auditorium.
MUSLIM EVENT
BCC's Muslim students are
holding An Evening With The
Nation of Islam, on Friday, De
cember 12, starting at 6 p.m., at
107 Burnside Avenue, just five
blocks from the campus. There
will -be live entertainment, a
lecture and dinner. Admission
is $2.50.
SYMPHONY
The Bronx Community and
College Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Prof.

Louis Simon, will present a
concert on Sunday, Demember
14( at 3 p.m., at BCC's Center
for Continuing Education and
Community Services, 120 East
184 Street, the Bronx.
JANUARY GRADS
Attention January 1976 graduates: If you have received a
National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL) while attending BCC,
you are to report immediately
to Loew Hall, room 224, to
make an appointment to see a
financial aid counselor and learn
your rights and obligations as
a loan recipient.
LITERARY MAGAZINE
Through The Looking Glass,
the BCC's literary/art magazine, needs poets, writers, photographers and artists to contribute their work for publication. Interested students should
see Prof. Phyllis Read, room
722, Tech Two.
SCI-FI CLUB
The Science Fiction-FantasyComic Collectors Club meets
Thursday at 12:30 to 2 p.m.,
in room 302, Tech Two. Writers,
artist, readers, Star Trek fans—
all are invited to attend.
THE WAY
The Way is a fellowship of
the followers of Jesus Christ
for the manifestation of the
more abundant life. Their purpose is to show people the
accuracy of truth and the power of God's wosd in the Bible.
All are invited to attend meetings, every Thursday at 12:30
p.m., in room 301, Bliss.
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Editor's Note: This is the second installment of an abridgement of Crisis in CUNY, a 12^
page study of conditions at the
University, written by a group
of CUNY faculty and students
known as the, Newt Davidson
Collective, and published one
year ago.
* * *
Capitalism, Education and
CUNY

CUNY's story is in many ways
unique. Here, as elsewhere, people of power and wealth have
played a dominant role in shaping institutional programs and
politics. But to understand the
crisis in CUNY and the way
it developed, we have to go
foack a bit into the history of
capitalism's relation to college
education.
Until after the Civil War,
American colleges were few in
number and were almost always dedicated to training merchants, lawyers and ministers.
The gates of these sanctuaries
were closed to women, blacks
and working class people.
For the great capitalist Robber Barons who came to power
after the Civil War
—the
Goulds, Rockefellers, Carnegies
end others — such a system
was old-fashioned, limited, and
not sufficiently practical. What
the new industrial order needed
were armies of specialists in
management, marketing, accounting, engineering, business,
law, public relations, labor relations, government, economics,
and the sciences. The new industrial order needed managers
and these were to be drawn
primarily from the middle class.
And what the capitalists
wanted, they very largely got.
In one college after another,
the demand for experts and
specialists saw the old classical
curriculum replaced.
Sexual barriers against women
in higher education were deliberately lowered to fill the
demand for public school teachers. Ultimately, with the multiplication of new research centers, professional schools and
graduate schools, a new kind of
institution came into being —
the University, higher education's equivalent to the giant
industrial corporation.
1
Rich industrialists and financiers began pumping millions
into the colleges and universities for libraries, classrooms, and
professional schools. Sometimes,
entire universities were built
from scratch by impatient Robber Barons. Rockefeller took
thirty-four million dollars and
created the University of Chicago. Railroad mogul Leland
Stanford Jr. immortalized himself with Stanford University.
Soon everybody wanted one.
And what the capitalists did
not buy or build, they took
over. Big businessmen, bankers,
brokers, and philanthropists
flocked to seats on the governing boards of colleges and universities until by the end of
the century the roster of American trustees of higher learning read like a corporation directory.
The new owners of American
higher education did not hesitate to use their power to see
that the system produced the
kind of product they wanted.
They -busied themselves with
assuring ideological orthodoxy
by removing radicals and liberals from their faculties, much
in the way they heaved union
organizers out of their plants.
Enter the Foundations
By the turn of the century,
however, it was already becoming apparent that direct, heavy-
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handed interventions in higher
education were not in their best
interests. Many campuses were
in turmoil. Popular opinion was
shifted against the arrogant attitude of such Robber Barons
as Jay Gould, who had once
boasted that he 'could "hire one
half of the working class to
kill the other half." Increasingly, some capitalists began seeking subtler means of accomplishing their objectives.
The general solution — one
almost dictated by the swift'development of the corporations—
was to take a lower profile. The
specific solution for smoother
dealings with higher education
was what could be called the
Foundation Strategy. Is 1902,
John D. Rockefeller established
the General Education Board, a
private foundation with an endowment of $46 million. Three
years later, in 1905, Andrew
Carnegie set up his own Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, which
would soon be worth over $150
million. From 1902 to 1938,
Rockefeller and Carnegie spent
a total of $680 million on higher education.
Real power over higher education now (belonged to the
foundations, which established

uniformity, conformity, and orthodoxy with barely a ripple on
the surface of public opinion.
New Arrivals: Community Colleges And The Multiversity
World War II brought a new
change in the relationship 'between capitalism and higher
education. Blue collar and unskilled occupations, while still a
large element of the work force,
declined relative to so-called
white collar occupations, that
is, clerical or professional-technical work.
For the first time, large numbers of working class people
were encouraged to get some
kind of college training. The
mass influx of working-class
youth into colleges and universities since 1945 helped to expand capitalist production, but,
it also threatened to upset the
capitalist social system. Previously, higher education was reserved for the elite, and college
graduates could expect elite
careers.
The solution was to set up a
complex class-tracking system,
very much like the one set up
when mass public education was
created a century before. In
essence, the idea was to make
sure that working class youth
did not get a college education
equal to that given middle class
youth. Working class youth
would be channeled into an
entirely Hew kind of higher

educational institution: the two
year "community college."
Capitalism has also looked to
higher education to absorb, even
temporarily, large numbers of
young women and men who
might otherwise have entered
the job market immediately
after high school — only to find
no jobs.
Together, all of these capitalist demands upon America's colleges and universities since 1945
— demands for new knowledge,
educated manpower, a favorable
social climate, social tracking,
and the cooling out of the unemployed —• have brought profound changes in the entire
landscape of American higher
education. The embodiment of
all these changes is the "multiversity," a mammoth enterprise with thousands of employees, tens of thousands of
students, and budgets that run
into the hundreds of millions
of dollars. The hallmark of a
"multiversity," though, is not
size or expense alone. It is rather extreme sensitivity to every
wish and whim of the great
"philanthropic" foundations, corporations, and government — the
three main vehicles by which
the capitalist class communicates its needs to colleges and

universities generally.
CUNY is a multiversity.
Toward a University: CUNY

By the end of World War II,
tijcre were four municipal colleges: CCNY, Hunter (1869)),
Brooklyn (1930), and Queens
(1937). They were grouped together in a loose federation
under the overall direction of
a Board of Higher Education
that had been set up in 1926.
By 1960, Hunter College in
the Bronx had been elevated
into a four-year coeducational
college (1951), the School of
Business had .become the Baruoh
School (1953), and four new
two-year colleges had appeared
on the scene: New York City
Community (1953), Staten Island Community (1955), Bronx
Community (1957), and Queensiborough 'Community (1958). To
insure improved central control
over this rapidly-growing educational empire, plans were laid
for the office of Chancellor.
At the same time, the municipal system began to cooperate
more closely with government
and the corporations in order
'to do their share in meeting
the demands of industry and
national defense for skilled specialists in technology
and
science."
Exactly where CUNY was
going 'became evident in 1963,
when Albert Hosmer Bowker
was named Chancellor. Bowker

argued in his inaugural address
that the crucial element in planning CUNY"s future was "the
employment profile of our city."
The heart of the matter was
the dramatic drop in jobs for
unskilled workers and the sharp
increase in opportunities for
workers in categories requiring
two years of education beyond
high school. There were enormous numbers of unskilled
blacks and Puerto Ricans moving into the city. CXJNY"s mission was to put jobs and people together. Said Bowker: "Our
tremendous push on the community college front represents
a major answer: "We want the
children of the newer migrations to rise to fill the newer
needs!"
Bowker was as good as his
word. The University continued
to expand, added the Graduate
Division (1962), York College
(1966), John Jay College (1966),
Richmond College (1966), a
mass of "new top-level administrators at the Central Office—
and two new community colleges, Kingsborough and Borough
of Manhattan (both 1966). The
new community colleges were
particularly notable because,
strategically located in the city's
ghettoes, they would give local
residents "personal upgrading in
market scarce job skills."
Bringing the campuses to the
people? A fine idea, but until
it is truly done with the interests of the people, rather
than corporate profits uppermost in mind, it will not live
up to its true potential.
The power behind the next
major transformation at City
Universoity — guaranteeing admission to every high school
graduate in the city — was the
students and .faculty on the
campuses
themselves. Black
ghettoes were exploding all
across the nation, and it was
clear to- CUNY officials that
they were sitting on a powder
keg of their own.
Planners now predicted that
by 1978 the city would require
75,000
fewer
manufacturing
workers, but 250,000 more service workers; by that year, according to their projections, almost 50 per cent of all job
openings would be in service or
clerical categories.
The working class of the city
was increasingly composed of
blacks and Puerto Ricans—the
least educationally prepared to
take on the jobs the planners
wanted them to take on. Minority group population doubled
during the fifties, and there
was every indication that their
percentage would continue to
rise swiftly.
The Board of Higher Education decided to open CUNY's
doors wider. The objective was
simply to repair the damage
done by the public school system and to integrate the black
and Puerto Rican populations
into the changing productive
system. But by no means were
they prepared to guarantee all
students access to the same
kind of education. Rather they
wanted to keep them in three
separate tracks. The top 25 per
cent of high school graduates
(overwhelmingly white and of
the higher income levels) would
be allowed into the senior colleges. The remainder of the
top two-thirds would be sent
to the community colleges. And
the bottom one-third (overwhelmingly the least affluent
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whites, blacks, and Puerto Ricans) would be restricted to
what the BHE euphemistically
called "Educational Skills Centers," where they would be
given vocational training.
This scheme was blown apart
in the Spring of 1969 by infuriated students and faculty.
Early the previous winter, a
black and Puerto Rican student
community group at CCNY had
presented President Buell Gallagher with four demands. They
wanted the racial composition
of all future entering City College classes to reflect the racial
composition of the city's high
schools — then about 50 per
cent. They wanted a separate
school of Black! and Puerto
Rican Studies. They wanted separate orientation for black and
Puerto Rican students. And they
wanted a voice on hiring, firing,
and educational policy in the
SEEK program. Later they
would add a demand that all
education majors — most destined to teach in the city's
schools — -be required to take
some black and Puerto Rican
history, and to study some Spanish. These five demands became
the basis for a massive, multicampus upheaval throughout the
City University.
Gallagher stalled. One hundred students took over the Administration building for four
hours on February 13. But still
no significant response was
forthcoming.
It was not until April 21,with the school year's end fast
approaching, that the situation
boiled over. On that day, over
one thousand students paraded
through CCNY denouncing admissions policies. The next day
hundreds of black and Puerto
Rican students blocked the
gates to the South Campus, and
reiterated the fcve demands. Gallagher then shut down the campus, and it stayed closed until
May 5. In the meantime other
campuses exploded. At Queens
whites and blacks together satin by the hundreds, protesting
the. firing of radical professors.
Similar demonstrations broke
out at Queensborough Community. At Brooklyn a coalition of
students shut down that campus
and demanded all black and
Puerto Rican applicants be admitted in 1970. Back at Queens,
hundreds occupied buildings to
force
dropping of charges
against earlier demonstrators,
and then Borough of Manhattan
blew up —• hundreds sitting in
for Black and Puerto Rican
Studies programs. By May 3
only Hunter, among the four
oldest colleges, was still open.
The confrontation continued in
May. The blade and Puerto Rican faculty at City, forty in
number, went out on strike in
support of the demands. Bronx
Community joined the fray with
a twelve hour sit-in.
Then the Board gave in. On
July 9, 1969, they held a special meeting and announced!
that they had "re-appraised"
the situation. They promised to
offer admission "to some University program to all high
school graduates of the City."
(The "some" would, in time, be
the escape clause that allowed
them to perpetuate a good part
of the tracking system.) They
promised sufficient
remedial
services, maintenance of standards of academic excellence,
ethnic integration of the colleges, and all to 'begin the very
next year.
The people of the City had
scored a spectacular victory
with which everyone could be
happy.
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YOUR PRIDE!

Wear a college ring, and choose the package you want.
Your college ring . . . the symbol of pride and achievement you'll always carry with you.
And, now — with the new "package plan" — you can get it just the way you want it.
Choose from among Custom, Custom Deluxe, and Elegant Optional ring packages,
and get the features you're really looking for in a college ring.
Custom Deluxe 10K Gold
(also available - 14K Gold)
Custom 10K Gold

PACKAGE NO. M002

PACKAGE NO. MOO I
Price Includes:
• Birthstone

Prices Include
• Birthstone or Sunburst
Stone

•

Yellow I OK Gold Only

•

•

Engraved Initials

H Engraved Full Name or
Facsimile Signature

YeHow or White Gold

H Stone Encrusting
ESegctiti ©psoras! 10K G©3d Rings. CaSs© cavGsSabfe — 14K Gold)
Prices Include:

• Yellow or White Gold I Engraved Full Name or Facsimile Signature

BRILLIANT DIAMONDS

M009

ft 5 re

RING WEEK AT BCC BOOKSTORE
THURS. DEC. 4 - THURS. DEC. 11
WON. - TUES. 9 AM to 8 PM • WED. - THURS. 9 AM to 6 PM
FRI. 9 AM to 4 PM •

CLOSED SAT.

5% DISCOUNT AVAILABLE ALL WEEK
•

Trade in your high school ring toward purchase.
•

Free gift with your order.
•

$10 deposit required.
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Music To My Ears

known treasure has been un- The Macon Georgia stable^
folded.
which also includes the Allman
Also new from Janus is the Brothers, has these dudes as
Dutch group Kayak. Their new co-stars and down home rhythms
release Royal Bed Bouncer, re- is what they breed. The title
veals a new group making head cut has guest Brother Richie
By LENNY KINALDI
finale, All The Way From Mem- Amon Duul II (Atco) — is the on contact with instant stardom. Betts on solo guitar and has an
Strike two stones together and phis, was even better than the latest from this German group. The title cut has a flash-flood Eagles set pace to it while
you get sparks, but very rarely Mott The Hoople version and as This album has Pink-Floydy in- high energized tone while (You're Walkin' and Talkin' is a chunky,
a flame. Before I review the I and the crowd went absolutely strumentals mixed with tunes in- So) Bizarre has Randy Newman honky-tonk complete with razzSparks concert I've seen at bonzo, I broke the springs Of my fluenced by a number of artists jacked up vocals mixed with a matazz sax and serenading
Avery Fisher Hall, I want to seat. The crowd was on their feet like Renaissance, The Who, and March of the Wooden Soldiers guitars. Bound and Determined)
make a -confession. I have every- to cheer them on for a well Jefferson Starship. The King's melody geared to the instru- brings out the bouncy jammin*
thing Sparks 'have ever recorded deserved encore. The next day Chocolate Waltz has a watch- mental. Bury The World has that and Can't Yon See recorded
and though I felt their early I rushed out to buy the new Mott work-like tempo zipping into a Pink Floyd quality to it with live, proves that the cookin' is
Stuff is very spotty and their last album Drive On (Col.) and, hap- pretty Renaissance like ballad very quick rippling rhythms of not only in the vinyl. A finger*
effort Propaganda (Island) was pily, the energy was even there entitled Blue Grotto highlighting mellotrons drifting from lullaby lickin' good experience.
disappointing I still play Kimono between the covers. A surprise the voice of the lady of the to volcanic eruptions. Moments
Xmas Picks
My House (Island) with enthusi- and a treat for me and, if you're group Renate Knaup. Metropolis of Joy is a beautiful captivating
Disco And Soul
has Starship qualities while ballad with church mellotrons
asm. So I was very anxious to smart, for you too!
Higher Than High — The Undis*
Now with winter here the cold Loosey Girls could pass for early piping mighty breaths with the
see them perform, to see if
puted Truth (Gordy)
Kimono was a fluke or if their will force most of us indoors for Bowie, with a powerful sax solo finale My Heart Never .Changed The Armada, Orchestra—(Epic),
real talent is abiding. Well, now comfort and warmth and our by Bobby Jones.
carrying us off into inner peace- Philadelphia Freedom — MFSB
music capacity will become
I know.
Janus records, which has a ful territories. Magma is* a
(Pihila Int.)
The Sparks cult were in full greater because the stereo, radio stable of synthesized revolution- French group and their new dou- Drama V — Dramatics (ABC)]
force and even they didn't help or tapedeck will be played more ary groups, gives us another of ble album Magma Live (Utopia)
Rock 'n' Roll
to set flames to their perform- often. Going to discos and con- England's Seventh Wave's 'win- deserves special merit attention. Caress of Steel — Rush (Merance. Ron and Russ Mael, the certs to wear out a winter's eve ners entitled Psi-Fl (Janus). Like They are very free form spatial
cury)
foundation of Sparks, were fun will be much more appetizing their Thing's To Come 'album, sounding comparatively in the Yellow Fever — Hot Tuna
to watch. Ron plays keyboards than freezing out on the streets. this one is a find and I hope it realm of free form jazz. Noted
(Grunt)
with dead-pan motionless expres- As always drugs go hand in hand will not fade into obscurity but for their unique ability to invent The Band Plays On — iBacls
sions that suddenly change into with music to enhance the instead unfold this new and cre- their own words or forejgn lanStreet Crawler (Atco)
erazed-like grins, and Russel, sounds, alert our senses and fry ative group. The set opens with iguage the words mean nothing,
Pop Solo Efforts
tead vocalist, prances around our minds. Grass, pills, THC, Return to Foreverland setting leaving the music to interpret The Hungry Years — Neil SeStage sleek and thin like a dober- Mescaline, acid, coke, Amyl, you up upon a phantasmagorical jour- the theme. This live set
daka (Rocket)
ntan, spitting out intricate lyrics name it and you'll find it some- ney. Manifestations has spatial, has one album devoted to an Follow My Mind — Jimmy Cliff
with almost amphetemine energy. where in the discos concerts and sounds even Star Trek would be almost classical piece entitled
(Reprise)
They tried their best to bring to get togethers. The goal of the proud of, changing into Yes like Kohntark while Kobatt and Try To Get The Feeling:—Barry
life material which failed to grip night is to burn energy on the connotations with synthesizers Mekanik Zain sanctify side two
Manilow (Arista)
The lyrics were near impassible dance floor or glide out on heavy and mellotron abounding. Aether pouring a uniqueness and alJazz
to understand unless you know mind trips, to rock or trippy Anthem opens side two, to intro- most bizarre quality of music out, Urszula — Urszula Dudziak
them through the album lyric spatial sounds.
duce us to Astral Animal and and providing a very different
(Arista)
sheets and the music is not alThe granddaddy of synthe- with biting riffs onto a-fandango experience.
Backhand—Keith Jarret (ABC)
ways catchy. Nevertheless, when sized sensations is Pink Floyd. entitled El Tooto. Two cuts and
Bines
Searching For A 'Rainbow —
they did their best material from This British group breed only fifteen minutes later you've real- Marshall Tucker Band (Capri- High Energy — James Cottotl
Kimono, they were fantastic, like excellence and it's been two years ized that once again another un- corn) — There's a pot of gold
Blues Band (Buddah)
a transformation from duckling since we've heard from them.
to 'be found in this country- Lucille Talks Back — B.B. King
to swan. Songs like This Town Wish You Were Here (Col.) is
(ABC)
cookin package of home-fries.
Ain't Big: Enough For The Both their latest and once again a
PIANO INSTRUCTION
Of Us and Amateur Hour which mesmerising trip is in store for
Steel Radial Tires — Snow Tires
Ruth Fromowi+z Luehonok
ended the concert caused the all. This album is concept in
Teacher ol piano, theory, and
crowd to go wild.
form and finding a flaw in it is
TIRES AT WHOLESALE PRICES
harmony
Other goodies were Talent is
like finding an igloo in the SaTO STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF WITH l,D. CARD
C«H: 367-6*739
an Asset, Falling In Ix)ve Witli
hara ttesert. The songs include
Located near ttte BCC campus
AT
Myself Again and Something1 For
a two-part, nine-sectioned Shine
The Girl With Everything. I
On You Crazy Diamond which
listened to their new L.P. Instarts and ends this album. The
Printing
50% DISCOUNT - Wedding & Bar
discreet with hopes that this
song explodes lik-? a tims bomb
Mitzvah Invitations & Engagements
FOR INFO. CALL
STORE HOURS:
Tony Visconti production could
with wailing guitars, chanting
Free Gifts & Free Intormals
AL's
INVITATIONS (212)364-5161
sdd magic to vinyl, but alas the . synthesizers and a jazzy sexy sax 2958 Jerome
OOO
innn
8:30-5:30
Iwkdys.)
Bronx, N.Y. 10468
Zyy-IUUO
8:30-3:30 CSAT.)
results range from only nice to crying the blues. Part one glides Bedford Pk. Avenue
Blvd.
Near All Trane*
WE LAMINATE DIPLOMAS ON.
almost unplayable. Also on the into Welcome To The Machine
.PLAQUES AT REDUCED PRICES.
ALL MAJOR BRANDS AND SIZES
bill was1 Mott, minus Tan Hunter with machine sounds spurting to
(The Hoople), and they wowed almost steam engine pantings,
and zowed me to 'bits. I had my creating visual dreams and nightfingers crossed that they'd be mares. The concept vaguely deals
NYU's School of Education, Health. Nursing, and Arts Professions
able to maintain some substance with the makings' and breakings
Division of Education
after the loss of their great of a rock n' roll band struggling
leader, and they overwhelmed to stay at the top. It works, reme. Adding a lead guitarist and sulting in another piece of gold
ANNOUNCES
new lead vocalist, Mott have from the Pink, leaving us in antigone back to their roots of high- cipation for the next one.
II
energy rock n' roll and played
It's interesting to note that all
their asses off. Their new songs the good synthesized mellotroned
were dynamic. When attempting musical masterpieces are from
some past Mott the Hoople ef- Europe and looking at the recent
INTRODUCING
forts, like All The Young Dudes outpouring-s, you should take
and Sweet Jane, they appeared note of some of these new boas fresh as ever. In fact, the nanzas. Made In Germany —

Wowme, Zowme

LIBEN-HANSEL TIRE CORP.
Webster Ave, at the Cross-Bronx Expwy.

College For A Day"

New Programs For Undergraduates
COMMUNICATION STUDIES

.50 Buys A Pot Of Gold
By FRAN ALBERO

The Rainbow Sign Coffeehouse is its own pot of gold
and all it costs you is a buck
and a half. It is strategically
and scenically located at St.
James Church on Jerome Avenue. The first Friday of each
month a guest performer is featured, followed by a crafts fair
in which people from the audience display and sell their
works. Then an auction of anything you may want to get rid
<rf is held. Afterwards, a jam
session is put on by anyone
wishing to share his talents.
On November 7, Lorre Wyatt
captivated the crowd with ihis
dynamically vivacious personality and his honey-dipped folk
dinging. Totally immersed in
the cultural, social and po-

litical aspects of his craft,
Lorre's harmonizing drew the
audience completely under his
charm, even to the point of
inducing them to sing along.
Coffee, cookies and a whole lot
of fun was supplied. An especially talented amateur worth
mentioning who participated in
the jam was Ann Kischner. But,"
unfortunately, some less endowed volunteer nearly cleared
out the house! Perhaps a quick
listen .beforehand 'by our hosts,
Dominick and Pat Lamanna,
could eliminate these unfortunates whose misery the audience
does not care to share.
On December 5, Danny Kalb,
founder of The Blues Project,
will perform. The people and
the price are right, so drop in.

•

EDUCATION FOR ALL CHILDREN

EDUCATION FOR BUSINESS • PROJECT CITY SCIENCE
EDUCATION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
COURSE INFORMATION

•

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION

SOCIAL HOUR WITH FACULTY

Friday. December 12
(9:30

a.m.—1 p.m.)

Education Auditorium
35 West 4th Street (East of Washington Square)
—:•— Free Admission —:—
TO MAKE A RESERVATION OR FOR MORE INFORMATION. CONTACT:
COLLEGE FOR A DAY. 52 PRESS BUILDING — (212) 598-2131
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FIT 90
VARSITY 72
OOPS/

Boaters Finish Season
In Playoff Showdoivn
BCC's Soccer team ended its finest season two weeks
ago, defeated by Dutchess County Community College in
a semi-final game at the NJCAA (National Junior College
Athletic Association) Region XV playoffs. The Broncos
defeated Orange County. Community in the opening round
position. Their goalie slowed
down the shot and the ball died
in the mud, five inches' from the
goal. Dutchess' netminder pounced on the ball, thwarting the
Bronco effort.
Costantini had two other
chances, but both were stopped,
one by the crossbar and the
other on a great save by the'
Dutchess goalie in the waning
moments of the match. "Costantini takes a lot of punishment,"
said the Coach. "He works his
tail off for a goal and doesn't
stop until he gets it."
Several Broncos are sure to
be nominated for Met Conference
and Region XV honors. Netminder Uejbe gave up only ten goals
during the regular season and is
a likely returnee for first team
honors. Some four year college
will be making a great catch if
it can nab Uejbe. The same goes
for George Ycaza who also looks
like he is headed for a second
straight award. First time winners should be Joey Costantini
and Ronnie Barthelemy. Costantini has tallied nine goals in the
last eight games to set a team
record for scoring. 'Barthelemy
chipped in with five goals.
Next year looks bright. Returnees include Barthelemy, Costantini, Don Craig, Alejandro
Rodriguez and Steve Lagakis.
With several new recruits, the
team could repeat as Met champions.
As this issue was going to
press, The Communicator has
learned that Bronco Soccer
forward George Ycaza was
named to the first team of
the National Junior [College
Athletic Association Region
XV All-Star squad.
Ycaza, who received this
honor last season as well,
finished the 1975 season tied
for second in team scoring
with five goals.

BOC's VARSITY HOOF1STERS: Top row (left to right),
Anthony Jefferson, Wallace Ferrell, Kirk Carson, Robert
Johnson, Larry House, Coadh Vern Haley. Bottom row:
Anthony Harvey, Mike Jenkins, Hermino Rodriguez, Gerald Hassell.

Varsity Loses Home Opener;
Splits Games In Washington
BCC's varsity basketball team opened its regular season last Tuesday, on a losing note, dropping a 90-72 contest
to Fashion Institute of Technology. The Broncos split two
pre-season games, losing to Boiling Air Force Base in
Washington, D.C. 101-90 and defeating Andrews Air Force
Base 58-50 in the second game
of their recent journey to .the
nation's capital.
The first game of the season
saw a complete collapse of the
team before the largest home
crowd in the past three years.
Experience was definitely a factor as BCC was unable to-.-get
untracked throughout the con^
test. PIT's guards constantly
penetrated the Bronco- defense
for easy layups.
Crucial turnovers were the
cause of the downfall against
Boiling. The offense was led by
Paul Ingram with 27 points and
Gerald Hassell who chipped in
with 16. The fine rebounding efforts of Robert Johnson and Otis
Miliner went down the 'drain as
the porous defense and sporadic
offense committed one IxxHboo
after another.
"An all-out effort provided us
with a close hard fought victory,"
said Coach Haley regarding the
team's victory over Andrews.
Bronco bench strength provided
the spark with Mike Jenkins,
Wally Ferrell and Anthony Harvey supplying the needed offensive punch. Bob Johnson and Otis
Miliner continued their solid effort on the boards while Paul In-

gram and Gerald Hassell again
led the offense.
The Bronco's next home game
is Saturday, December 6 against
Farmingdale.

By WILLIE MARTINEZ

ner Willie Martinez, old Gobble Legs himself, although in command of the race, finished third.
Maria Perez won first prize in the women's division while second place honors went to Pamela
Tudor Cohen, of the faculty,
A big turkey was the first prize; a smaller
turkey went to the second place winner. Chicken
wings went to the third runner up.
Meanwhile, BCC Intramurals also offer flagfootball games. The one scheduled between the
No-Names and the Black Bunch was forfeited.
Black Bunch, we missed you and so did the game
After all, what is a game without two teams?
The second scheduled game, featuring the
Mean Machines against the Chiefs, was another
one of those spectacular events. Mean Machine,
you're getting meaner and many of us think you're
bluffing. We'll see if the Mean Machine is vulnerable or not as the BCC flag-football Intramurals ease on down the field. Oh. the final score?
Meanies 24, Chiefs 6.

After completing successful
pre-season practices whi included scrimmages against West
Side YMCA, CCNY, Lehman,
Manhattan and Yeshiva Col*
leges, the BCC grapplers begirt
their season with a triangular!
match against Queensboro and
Bergen Community College. Th0
match will 'be held in the
Alumni Gym tonight, Wednesi
day, December 3, at 8.
In the last scrimmage against
Yeshiva pins were scored bjfl
Joe Alemany at 150 Ibs., Izzj]
Morales at 190 Ibs., Hank Jack*
son at heavyweight, and Davwl
Ayala at 134 Ibs. In additk>nj
Al Ferrer and Fred Cruz defeated their opponents by points*
The matches against Queens*
,boro and Bergen will be a good
indication of the potential fofi
this improved team. Coactf
Michael Steuerman sees a
strong entry at the heaviejl
weight classes where most ofi
the experienced returnees wresH
tie. The lighter weight classes,
have some talented men wh*
will improve as they gain com*
petitive experience. Some o|
the outstanding newcomers ares
Milton Tirado, 118 Ibs.; Richard
Clark, 134 Ibs.; Rich Garlepp,
158 Ibs.; James McGill, 158 lbs.j
and Ruben Gomez, 167 Ibs.

Determination Helps Boater
Overcome His Polio Handicap
Most athletes play with pain
sometime during their playing
career. Not everyone of them
plays with polio in his left leg.
Such is the case of Donald
Craig, star defenseman of BCC's
championship soccer team.
He contracted the disease
when he was four years old.
"My parents didn't know what
was wrong with me," he said. "I
was constantly sweating. Having a ihdgh fever was quite common, and crawling around from
room to room was extremely
difficult."
Craig's parents took him from
doctor to doctor with no results. "They were unable to
diagnose what was wrong,"
said the 22-year-old Liberal Arts
major. "Finally, after going to
a specialist, I was told that I
had polio in my left leg."
Midwives in his native country (British Honduras) began
to massage his leg every day
with medicine made out of wild
herbs and barks off trees. Within one year, he was able to
move around. Once he was able
to walk, Craig began to run,
jump and play ball with other
children. By the age of 15 he
was playing lots of basketball,
running to gain power in the
leg, and was also playing competitive soccer for Claver High
School in British Honduras.
He came to America in 1966,
at the age of 16. In 1968 be
went into the Army end was
promptly sent off to Korea.
Two years later, Craig was
transferred to Panama, where
he was stationed until 1973. He
returned to Aberdine, Maryland,
finishing his service stint early
last year. He entered BCC in

Was That A Trotting Turkey Or A Student? |
BCC Intramurals held their third annual Turkey
Trot on November 20. Instead of trotting turkeys,
the entrants were BCC students and faculty members.
The event, which is actually a foot race over
a pre-determined distance, started on the Ohio
Field track, found its way around the two center
campus malls, and back to Ohio Field.
Turkey Trots originated in areas where there
is a large turkey population. Breeders of domesticated turkeys would enter their best runners.
The owner of the turkey would then chase- after
his bird, attempting to catch up to gobble
legs. I doubt vetry (much ifl the turkeys
were caught. There have been cases reported
where turkeys have picked up speeds of 35 m.p.h.
Gobble. Gobble. Gobble.
As for the winners back at BCC, first place
men's division honors went to Joe Williams while
second -place went to Joe Joyner. Two-time win-
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Matmen Open
Season Tonight

By RICHARD FEDDERMAJV

t>y the same 2-1 score.
First, the happy details. Joey
Constantini provided all the scoring needed in the Orange contest.
Orange put one past goalie Javier
Uejbe early in the first half and
never threatened again. With
BCC trailing 1-0, Costantini
blasted one home from close
range to tie the score. He put
the Broncos ahead to stay with
another tally late in the first
half.
"It's funny," said Coach Gary
Woien. "In the first season game
against Orange, they gave us a
tough first half. This time we outplayed them in the opening frame
and into the first thirty minutes
of the second half." According to
Woien, the opposition poured it
on at the end, plastering Uejbe
with 15 shots from point blank
range, but to no avail.
"The Orange game is typical
of the kind of play we demonstrated throughout the season,"
added the Coach. "We showed the
ability to come from behind, winning games from New York City
Community, Manhattan, Queensborough and Orange, as well as
tieing a tough Westchester squad
and all games we were trailing
in."
Region XV officials postponed
BCC's November 13 game with
Dutchess due to the weather. The
contest was played on November 15, with 'Dutchess opening
up the scoring early in the first
haH. George Ycaza tied the score
for BCC with an unassisted goal,
knotting the contest at half
time. There was no further scoring until, with fifteen minutes
left, a Dutchess player threw
the ball- in from the left point
and one of their forwards blasted a goal past Uejbe, who had
no chance on the play.
BCC had several chances in
the closing ten minutes of the
game, but Lady Luck wasn't
with the team that day. Joey
Costantini took a shot on net
with the Dutchess goalie out of

SWIM SHOW —

September, 1974.
What caliber of person «lpe»
it take to overcome a mm-JoK
handicap? Why does one makfll
such an effort? "Determlna*
tion," says Craig. "Most othe*
people would have given up if
the doctors told them they had
polio. The immediate thought is
wheelchair confinement, but
that wasn't for me. I wanted
to play ball, and to do that 1
knew that I had to do a great
deal of running to make the leg
as good as the healthy one. Irt
fact, the leg with the polio is
just as strong as the good leg
when it comes to sheer power."
However, when the weatheg
gets cold, Craig contracts what
he calls "a slight twinge" in
the leg.
What are his impressions ot
this year's team and its new
coach Gary Woien? "Coach
Woein as a nice person and is
lenient with his players. He
does what a coach should be
doing. Daily practice is import
tant if the team is to play as
a coordinated unit. It was satisfying seasion," said the futurei
X-Ray technician. "I can't wait
until next season."

Swim Show
BCC's Synchronized Swint
dub will present a snow, entitled "Happy Birthday Amei**
ca," at the Nursing Center Pool*
Eastchester Road and Pelhani
Parkway on Sunday, Deeembac
14 at 2 p.m. Admission is .free.
The program will include
"Synchro Stars of "76" performed by the swimmers, uode*
the direction ;of faculty adviset
Prof. Jane Katz.

